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The Project
FUTURE (Foster, Multiply and
Connect Adult Education) is an
Erasmus+ KA2 project in the field
of Adult Education, aiming to
investigate
good
practices
among different organisations in
order to create the right
environment in adult education
to embrace the digital revolution.
In
particular,
the
project
objective is to analyse and
understand
possible
future
scenarios in the field of adult
education, in relation to the use
of
digital
tools
and
methodologies
such
as:
educational processes, classroom
dynamics, inclusive learning and
adult
learners
teaching
methodologies. FUTURE was
born from an initiative of the
European
Digital
Learning
Network and its members.

FUTURE KIT
Great news: the final version of the
FUTURE Kit is about to be delivered!
It Includes:
- 50 case studies on the most effective
methodologies and practices in digital
education, analysed and explained to
be Inspirational for adult educators.
- A database of online digital tools to be
implemented in your class, selected and
classified by project partners according
to
different
purposes
and
characteristics.
The FUTURE Kit has been developd In
English, but will be soon available In
Italian,
French,
Spanish,
Greek,
Slovenian, Bulgarian, Polish and
Maltese!

PARTNERS

Last Transnational Meeting
Thursday 1st of October the FUTURE
consortium has gathered to hold the last
Transnational Meeting of the project! The
meeting took place online, due to the
current sanitary emergency brought by
the covid-19 pandemic.
All partners acknowledged with pride and
satisfaction the positive outcome of
project results delivered so far, as the
FUTURE Kit received very positive
feedback from the educators involved in
the pilot test.
Visit our website and stay tuned on our
social channels for the last steps!

FOLLOW OUR ACTIVITY
ONLINE
www.futuretheproject.eu
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